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MAA....Yes MAA there are so many emotions attached to just one word. Maa the person who
bought me to this world or may be the person who is my world. Yes, for me MAA is the other
word for WORLD.

She is the first person whom I saw after I opened my eyes the one lucky face to be ever seen by
any child. The first person with whom a child interacts with and she is the first word which was
spoken by me yes MAA.Yes, MAA is my first FRIEND.

I remember during my childhood days whenever i was in pain I said MAA.Whenever I was
happy I shouted MAA whenever I won it was my MAA and when i lost it was MAA, she is the
one to deal me she is the one to heal me and even today for everything it’s just my mother.MAA
is EMPATHY.

Of course, mothers are beyond everything.MAA is the first friend of a child she is the leader a
director who guides us on the journey of life. Whenever I am surrounded by dark days she plays
a role of a counsellor, she guides me in all the ways and brings me out of those days.MAA is a
HEALER.

She is the person who loves us unconditionally without expecting anything in return, she is the
one who always help us without any hopes, a mother is a shelter to the child she protects her in
all the ups and downs and bless us with her charm. Yes, MAA is the word for HOME.

MAA is the person who sacrifice all her desires, for her child she can set her life on fire. She is
the one to compromise she is the person who makes us rise, she gives the love and care which
can't be found anywhere!!!MAA is the word for SELFLESS.

She is the person who motivates, she is the one develops us she is the one who mould us, and
whenever we are wrong she scolds us, those scolding are blessings it’s the way of her
caring.MAA is an INSPIRATION.

People say that teachers are the second mother, that’s completely true. But MAA She is the first
teacher. She is the one who taught me to smile, she taught me how to be humble and to be polite
and keep kindness always in my mind. The one who taught me how to stand again after a fall,
yes, she teaches me everything she is my mother after all.MAA is an EDUCATOR.

She shows me how to live, she shows me how to sacrifice she taught me how to survive. She
always says it’s not good to fight, but she says you should always fight for the right. Teaching
me about good and bad and how to be positive when I am sad she can make me smile
again.MAA is my Guideline, Yes MAA is my LIFELINE.

In Hindi its MAA, In English its MOM, In Urdu its AMMI, In Marathi its Aai, In Telugu its
AMMA.So many words for just one person, it’s just not a word MAA is an EMOTION.

MAA....
She is the sunlight in my day,
She is the moon I see far away,
She is the tree I lean upon,
She is the one that makes trouble be gone.

MAA...THE WONDERWOMAN!!!

